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Abstract: The three-dimensional wind field (WPR3D) and the multiple WPR3D (M-WPR3D) associated
with the passage of a stationary front was derived from observations made by a network of eight wind
profiler radars (WPR) being operated by the Korea Meteorological Administration during the summer
“Jangma” season. The effectiveness of the WPR3D was determined through numerical model analysis
and wind profilers at three sites, and the accuracy of the M-WPR3D was validated by comparing the
trajectory of the radiosonde. The discontinuity of the wind field near the frontal interface was clearly
retrieved and the penetration of the air mass in the southern front was detected. Compared with
either the wind vector of three single wind profiler or a local data assimilation and predication system,
the WPR3D wind field showed a wind speed accuracy of approximately 70% at an altitude of 1.5 km
and underestimated the wind speed by 0.5–1.5 m s−1 . The M-WPR3D with three S-band Doppler
radars successfully retrieved the backing wind field as well as the pre-Jangma-frontal jet. The results
of this study showed that severe weather can be effectively analyzed using a three-dimensional wind
field generated on the basis of a remote sensing network.
Keywords: wind profiler network; triangle method; volume velocity processing; Jangma front; air
mass trajectory; atmospheric instability

1. Introduction
The monsoon flow that carries moist air from the Indian Ocean and the Pacific Ocean to East Asia
influences the climate of the Korean peninsula. The East Asian monsoon is known as “Jangma” in
Korea. The Jangma front in the southern part of Korea is characterized by a midlatitude baroclinic
surface tilted toward an upper cold core [1,2] and by a semitropical disturbance with an equivalent
barotropic warm core structure in central Korea [2,3]. A long lasting heavy frontal precipitation
band, elongated from west to east and embedded in strong winds, is associated with severe natural
disasters [4]. Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) along the front cause heavy rainfall to occur for at
least 100 km at the meso-β-scale [5]. This MCSs precipitation over the Korean peninsula is related
to a northeastward low-level jet (LLJ) transporting warm and moist air from southern China and a
southeastward-moving cold-core mid-tropospheric low [2]. Meso-β-scale convective cells are observed
ahead of the front within the warm prefrontal sector known as the squall line [6]. These convective cells
are developed when a strong northeastward LLJ intensifies and moisture becomes deeply advected into
the sloping frontal zone [7]. The squall line can be identified based on the convective available potential
energy (CAPE) and the vertically sheared wind [8–10]. CAPE gives information on the intensity of
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convective storms, and the wind shear is useful for determining the magnitude and duration of the
squall line. Since heavy rain during Jangma passage in Korea is triggered by dynamic instability rather
than by thermal instability [11,12], wind profiler radar observations are very relevant to analyze the
three-dimensional structure and development of the squall line.
Wind profiler radars are increasingly being deployed worldwide, providing remarkable
information on changing wind fields. These instruments continuously monitor wind fields with a
high temporal and spatial resolution (e.g., about 5 min and 100 m respectively for the DEGREWIND
PCL1300 UHF (Ultra High Frequency) wind profiler that we use herein). These profilers provide
wind fields in clear air or precipitating conditions and the quality of available data has been improved
significantly over the past few years. The operational network of wind profilers known as the NOAA
National Profiler Network, which provided valuable data for a wide variety of applications (such as
data for local and synoptic forecasting models, pollution, or airport monitoring), was implemented
in May 1992 and was discontinued in August 2014 [13,14]. In Europe, a first demonstration of the
wind profiler network was organized during the COST-76 action in early 1997 as part of the COST
WIND initiative for a network demonstration in Europe project [15]. In Asia, the Japan Meteorological
Agency operates the Wind profiler Network and Data Acquisition System (WINDAS) of UHF wind
profilers [16]. The Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) has installed nine UHF wind profilers
since 2002 [17]. A network of nine UHF Doppler wind profilers at 1.29 GHz and eleven Doppler
weather radars (eight in the S-band and three in the C-band) have been deployed all over South Korea,
with an average spacing better than 150 km between instruments.
The WPR is optimized for monitoring diurnal wind changes which are important for predicting
sever weather and pollution transport [18]. Campistron et al. [19] used four UHF wind profilers,
in addition to radiosondes and aircraft profiles, not only to retrieve horizontal fields of the boundary
layer depth and turbulence properties but to calculate air trajectories which were compared with
trajectories obtained from boundary-layer pressurized balloons. During the international Hydrological
Cycle in Mediterranean Experiment (HyMeX) field campaign, three Very High Frequency (VHF)
profilers and five UHF profilers for the first 0.1–6 km layer with 5 min resolution were deployed along
the French Mediterranean coast and Corsica Island. They were used to retrieve the three-dimensional
wind field (WPR3D) atmospheric wind fields over the basin, by assuming linearity of the fields inside
a limited spatial and temporal domain. The 3D wind fields derived from the coastline profiler network
are representative of the offshore kinematics. This assessment was performed by comparing more
than one year of continuous profiler observations during different weather conditions with balloon
radio-soundings and in situ aircraft or boundary layer Lagrangian measurements [20]. The WPR3D
wind fields over the western Mediterranean Sea are very helpful to understand or model the upstream
conditions of heavy precipitation events on mountainous coasts or define boundary conditions for
oceanic convection. Saïd et al. [20] noted that the quality of WPR3D depends on the number of radars
and their spacing relative to the scale of the atmospheric movements.
In this study, we added S-band Doppler radars on the WPR3D in order to use as a substitute for
WPR in areas without WPR. The three-dimensional wind fields retrieved from the KMA-operated
wind profiler and S-band weather radar network are compared to the wind fields obtained by a
numerical forecasting model as well as upper-air sounding data. We show that the wind field
structure of the stationary front can be understood using a network of wind profilers. Moreover,
dynamic and thermodynamic diagnosis parameters are proposed based on two types of remote sensing
sources—wind profiler networks and radiometers.
2. Data and Method
The WPR3D and multiple WPR3D (M-WPR3D) wind field are composed of eight WPRs and three
S-band Doppler radars. Figure 1 shows the whole process of this study. The WPR measures the radial
velocity using the Doppler beam swinging (DBS) method. The WPR3D was built and tested around
a reference site Chupungnyeong. The wind calculated by the triangular method is compared with
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Figure 1. Scheme of the research to construct the three-dimensional wind field (WPR3D) and the
Figure 1. Scheme of the research to construct the three-dimensional wind field (WPR3D) and the
multiple WPR3D (M-WPR3D) wind field. Observational sites of 8 wind profilers and 4 S-band radars are
multiple WPR3D (M-WPR3D) wind field. Observational sites of 8 wind profilers and 4 S-band radars
indicated by P0–P7 and W1–W4, respectively. R5 is the WPR3D reference point of the triangle P1–P2–P4.
are indicated by P0–P7 and W1–W4, respectively. R5 is the WPR3D reference point of the triangle P1–
P2–P4.
2.1. Data

The DEGREWIND PCL1300 UHF wind profilers of the KMA network, manufactured by the
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Figure 2, sites P1 (Gunsan), P2 (Wonju), and P3 (Changwon) are within a 100-km radius circle centered
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centered
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◦
aperture comprising a vertical beam and four oblique ones with 17 zenithal elevations disposed every
90◦ in the azimuthal direction. During a cycle, these profilers provide about four-min vertical profiles
of reflectivity, three components of the wind, the Doppler spectral width, and the spectral skewness.
The cycle is composed of low-mode and high-mode data acquisition (Table 1). Data are collected in
the vertical, north, east, south, and west directions in low mode for the first two min, followed by the
same order in high mode. In this study we used only low-mode data, and the selection of the relevant
atmospheric peak in the Doppler spectra was derived with a discrete 128-point Fourier transform
window made with a 15-min duration consensus technique based on median filters, thresholds, and
vertical and time continuity tests. Particular attention is paid to the detection and decomposition of
bimodal peaks resulting from atmospheric and ground clutter echoes.
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Figure 2. (a) positions of wind profilers at the P0, P1, P2, and P3 sites (red points) and the other five
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W4). Green points (R1–R11) indicate the center of the triangle from which the wind fields are derived.
Table 1. Operational configuration of low- and high-mode strategies for the PCL 1300.
Parameter

Low Mode

High Mode

Unit

Frequency
Peak power
Beam number
Pulse width
Pulse repetition frequency
Nyquist velocity
Number of FFT points
Lowest sampled height
Highest sampled height
Range resolution
Number of height gates

1290
4.5
5
500
16
12.84
128
72
5100
71.68
71

1290
4.5
5
1000
10
12.84
128
72
11700
164.85
71

MHz
kW
ns
kHz
m s−1
m
m
m

Doppler weather radar can measure the radial velocity by scattering based on the same principle as
the wind profiler, and it can calculate the wind vector through the radial velocity at the three-dimensional
coordinates with the altitude, azimuth, and radius. In Figure 1, southwest of the wind profiler
observation network on the Korean peninsula is the no-observations area in which no WPR is operated.
In this study, meteorological Doppler radar data were added to the wind profiler observation network
for 3D wind field guidance, and the range of the 3D wind field was expanded. The Doppler radar
data are recorded in the universal format, and the reflectivity, radial velocity, and spectral width are
recorded according to the azimuth, distance, and altitude. They are processed by the data quality
control algorithm of the Open System Radar Product Generator (ORPG) [21]. Radars have the same
continuous operating mode based on a data collection cycle of 10 min duration. The cycle is composed
of 10 to 15 plan position indicator scans at different elevations. The horizontal data acquisition is
limited to a radial range of 250 km with data gates spaced by 200 m. The VVP method is used to
retrieve the wind from vertical profiles of the radial velocity assuming horizontal linearity of the wind
fields [22].
Recently, high-impact weather phenomena, such as severe rain storms, flash floods, and heavy
snow, have been increasing in frequency. Global and regional forecasting models are limited in
accuracy to predict the generation, intensity, and spatiotemporal evolution of these exceptional events.
The KMA operates a numerical weather forecasting system for short and medium-range forecasting
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that combines a global model, two regional models, a local model, and various application and
statistical models. The KMA global model, which is based on the Unified Model (UM) from the United
Kingdom Met Office is the core of the forecasting system, predicting weather for the entire globe
with no boundary conditions. The regional models carry out predictions using boundary conditions
from this global model. The regional models for East Asia include UM 12-km L70 (UM with 12 km
horizontal resolution and 70 vertical levels) and the Korea Weather Research and Forecasting with
10-km horizontal resolution. The KMA has set up a 1.5 km resolution model called the Local Data
Assimilation and Prediction System (LDAPS) to predict high-impact weather phenomena in and
around the Korean peninsula [23–25]. LDAPS focuses on individual storm forecasting until 1–3 h
before the event and improves the forecasting of rainfall, strong winds, etc. until 24 h before the event.
In this study, the wind vector fields retrieved from the network of wind profilers will be compared to
those analyzed by LDAPS at the UHF profiler site (see Figure 2).
Each wind profiler was collocated with a ground-based microwave radiometer that measures
the downwelling radiance in the form of brightness temperature in the microwave region (Table 2),
and it creates a vertical profile of humidity as well as air temperature. These radiometers operated by
KMA were installed for nowcasting and for utilization by numerical weather prediction models to
complement the wind profilers observations [26]. High temporal resolution data from radiometers
can resolve the changing thermodynamic structure of transitioning boundaries, including fronts and
gravity waves. A significant potential benefit of radiometers is that they can detect thermodynamic
changes on very short time scales, on the order of approximately 10 min, which is far too short to be
captured by radiosondes [26]. We used vertical thermodynamic information provided by radiometers
and radiosondes to produce CAPE.
Table 2. Observation periods and data.
Site
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

Changwon
Gunsan
Chupungnyeong
Uljin
Wonju
Gangneung

P7

Munsan

P8
W1
W2
W3
W4

Cherwon
Jindo
Gosan
Seongsan
Kwanaksan

Period

Lat (◦ N)

Lon (◦ E)

Data

2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2012.10.26–2012.10.27
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2013.06.17–2013.06.20
2012.10.26–2012.10.27

35.18
36.01
36.23
37.00
37.34
37.81

128.58
126.77
128.00
129.42
127.95
128.86

Wind profiler, Radiometer, LDAPS
Wind profiler, Radiometer, LDAPS
Wind profiler, Radiometer, LDAPS
Wind profiler, LDAPS
Wind profiler, Radiometer, LDAPS
Wind profiler, LDAPS

37.89

127.77

Wind profiler, LDAPS

38.15
34.47
33.29
33.39
37.44

127.31
126.32
126.16
126.88
126.96

Wind profiler, LDAPS
Doppler Radar, LDAPS
Doppler Radar, LDAPS
Doppler Radar, LDAPS
Doppler Radar, LDAPS

2.2. Analysis Method
2.2.1. Three-Dimensional Wind Field Processing
The 3D wind vector fields were deduced from the measurements made by the triangle network
of UHF profilers. The technique to retrieve the 3D atmospheric field from the wind profiler network
observations is based on the assumption of linearity of the fields inside a limited spatial and temporal
domain. A field of a quantity X measured by the radars, as a function of latitude x, longitude y, altitude
z, and time t, is represented by the following Taylor series limited to the linear terms:
X(t0 + ∆t, x0 + ∆x, y0 + ∆y, z0 + ∆z) = X(t0 , x0 , y0 , z0 ) + ∆t

∂X
∂X
∂X
∂X
+ ∆x
+ ∆y
+ ∆z
+ζ
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z

(1)

where (t0 , x0 , y0 , z0 ) is a reference point and ζ is the departure from the linear model. For a time t0 and
an altitude z0 , the coefficients of the series are extracted through a weighted least squares fitting over
all wind profiler data X(t, x, y, z) that satisfies t0 − ∆t/2 < t < t0 + ∆t/2 and z0 − ∆h/2 < z < z0 + ∆h/2.
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The parameters ∆t and ∆h have a decisive effect on the time and height resolution, attenuation of data
noise, and spurious echo removal [20]. In the triangle consisting of P1, P2, and P3, P0 is the reference
point with ∆t of 60 min and ∆h of 250 m. The horizontal resolution of the technique is a direct function
of the mean size of the profiler triangle, i.e., around 100 km. The fitting equation is solved in two steps;
the first pass is used to remove data that are too far away from the linear model. Usually, less than
5% of the data are removed. Vertical profiles of (X0 , ∂X/∂t, ∂X/∂x, ∂X/∂y, ∂X/∂z) functions of time and
height, are obtained when varying t0 and z0 .
The 3D wind field allows determination of the Lagrangian trajectory at any point and time
of the domain, as the trajectory requires that wind speed be a function of time and distance [19].
White et al. [27] showed the advantage of profiler-based trajectories from the NOAA wind profiler 3D
network, which provided descriptions of weather patterns at finer time scales than those of operational
upper-air balloon soundings. The movement trajectory of an air mass with time can be calculated
using the constant acceleration solution.
!
dX1 ∆t
dX0
X1 = X0 +
+
dt
dt 2

(2)
dX

where X0 is the position of the air mass at time t0 and X1 at t1 (= t0 + ∆t). The air mass velocity dt1
from the wind profiler network is repeatedly applied to Equation (2). This trajectory is compared with
the radiosonde trajectory and used as a means for quantitative verification. The rising velocity of the
air mass and balloon was not considered and the horizontal movement trajectory of the air mass was
calculated with the altitude of the radiosonde.
2.2.2. Convective Instability Indices
A layer of air in which the air-parcel motion is stable with respect to saturated, vertical
displacements can become conditionally unstable when the entire layer is lifted to saturation. Many
indices have been introduced to evaluate the state of the atmosphere, specifically for convective and
severe weather potential, which combines measures of the thermal and moisture properties, and
the wind shear of the lower atmosphere. One such index, CAPE, has become very popular as a
method for evaluating the convective potential of the atmosphere. In contrast to single-level stability
indices, CAPE is a vertically integrated index that measures the cumulative buoyant energy in the free
convective layer from the level of free convection (the level at which the parcel temperature exceeds the
ambient temperature and at which parcels are unstable relative to their environment) to the equilibrium
level [28]. The formal definition is given by:
Z

EL

CAPE = g
LFC

Tv (z) − Tv (z)
Tv (z)

dz

(3)

where Tv is the virtual temperature of the parcel, Tv is the virtual temperature of the environment,
EL is the height of the equilibrium level, LFC is the level of free convection, and g is gravity [29].
The computed value of CAPE can vary significantly depending on the choice of parcel. As the
cumulative experience in both the operational and research environment grows, certain behavioral
characteristics of CAPE have become apparent and need to be fully understood to take advantage of
the information contained within this index [28].
The storm relative helicity (SRH) is used to estimate dynamic instability, which investigates the
influence of convective storm structure and evolution, with a particular emphasis on the identification
of ambient shear profiles conducive to the development of long-lived, strongly rotating storms [30].
The SRH is calculated by multiplying the storm-relative inflow velocity vector by the stream-wise
vorticity and integrating this quantity over the inflow depth. Geometrically, the storm-relative
environmental helicity is represented by the area on a hodograph swept out by the storm-relative
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wind vectors between specified levels, which is typically the surface and 3 km to represent the primary
storm inflow [31,32]. It is regarded as a measure of the rotation tendency of a supercell. The formal
definition is given by:
Z 3 km 
→  →
→
SRH =
∇ × VH · VH − VC dz
(4)
0 km

→
VH

→

where
is the horizontal velocity vector and VC is the storm motion vector. The low-level SRH is a
good indicator of the potential for tornadoes and can be an important prognostic variable for severe
weather forecasting [33–36]. Thus, it is important to obtain accurate estimates of the low-level SRH,
which is known to have significant spatial and temporal variations [32,34]. Because soundings are
infrequent and are only meant to capture the synoptic-scale environment, the WPR3D is adequate to
resolve the front-scale variability of SRH. Richardson et al. [37] found that heterogeneities within the
mesoscale environment can also be important, at least in numerical simulations. These mesoscale
heterogeneities would not be captured by sparse and infrequent soundings [38].
2.2.3. Accuracy Validation
Comparisons of WPR3D and either LDAPS or single wind profilers were conducted to evaluate
the accuracy and quality of the wind profiler observations. The accuracy of the wind profiler at each
site was investigated and used as a basis for finding the cause of error. The accuracy of a wind profiler
was calculated with the skill scores in Table 3. VW and VL are the wind vectors of the wind profiler
and LDAPS, respectively. L and W are the mean values for VW and VL ; the root mean square error
(RMSE) is the absolute magnitude of the wind profiler error. The accuracy (ACC) is the remainder for
the average wind vector of the radiosonde in the percentage of RMSE. The N in Table 3 represents
the number of wind profiler and LDAPS data points for each altitude. The mean bias (MB) is related
to the wind profiler error. If the mean deviation sign is positive, it means that the wind profiler is
overestimating compared to LDAPS.
Table 3. Skill scores for accuracy validation of wind vectors.
Skill Score
Mean Wind Profiler
Mean LDAPS
Mean Bias

Symbol

Statistic Definition
1
N

W

1
N

s
Root Mean Square Error

RMSE

Correlation Coefficient

CORR

Accuracy

ACC

N
P

m s−1

VL

m s−1

( VW − VL )

m s−1

i=1
N
P
i=1

i=1
N
P

1
(VW − VL )2
N
i=1
PN
i=1 (VW −W )(VL −L)
q
q
PN
PN
2
2
i=1 (VW −W )
i=1 (VL −L)


100 −

Unit

VW

1
N

L
MB

N
P

RMSE
L


× 100

m s−1

%

VW : Measured by wind profiler radar, VR : Measured by radiosonde.

In the comparison of the WPR3D and a single profiler, non-averaged data were taken at
71 equivalent height points. Therefore, the total number of comparison points should be 30,672
for three days at 71 heights. We used a threshold of 3σ to reject points that differed by too much. The
data collection rate is reduced above 3 km, so the number of comparison pairs is about 20,000. In the
comparison of WPR3D and LDAPS, we used 10 vertical layers up to 5 km of the LDAPS that had been
set up at 1.5 km × 1.5 km horizontal resolution. We took the four closest horizontal grid points of the
LDAPS from the WPR reference site, so the number of comparison pairs is about 900 for three days at
10 heights. Since the WPR’s oblique beam measures the atmosphere about 1 km away from the vertical
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beam above 3 km altitude, four separate points were individually compared with the WPR at the
triangle center P0. As a result, increased comparison pairs are expected to improve statistical reliability.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synoptic Conditions and Frontal Structure
During June 2013, as the force of the North Pacific high pressure expanded, the Jangma front
formed over the northern part of the Korean peninsula (Figure 3). A squall line occurred near 40◦ N
positions of wind profilers at the P0, P1, P2, and
P3 sites (red points) and the other five
around 00Figure
UTC 2.
17(a)June
2013 and moved southward to 37◦ N
at 12 UTC 17 June. Then, at 12 UTC
wind profilers (black points) superimposed on a topographical map of the South Korea peninsula.
18 June, the low pressure on the squall line moved eastward along a latitude of 37◦ N, forming a
Here, 50-km intervals range circles are centered on P0, the profiler reference site. (b) a multiplelong-lasting
east–west
squall
line. Due
to a weakening
of the
NorthDoppler
Pacificweather
high pressure,
the squall
instrument
network
constructed
by wind
profilers (P1–P8)
and S-band
radars (W1–
◦
◦
line that was
stationary
at 37
N moved
south from
to 34
N the
between
12 are
UTC
18 June and
W4).previously
Green points (R1–R11)
indicate
the center
of the triangle
which
wind fields
derived.
12 UTC 19 June.
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Figure 3. Surface weather maps show Jangma front movement. The green line and the hatched zone
Figure 3. Surface weather maps show Jangma front movement. The green line and the hatched zone
indicate the area where the dew point temperature is 20 ◦ C or higher.
indicate the area where the dew point temperature is 20 °C or higher.
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While the southward movement of the squall line occurs, there is a high probability of heavy
rains due to the frontal structure where the dry and cold air in the north push up the warm and wet
air. During the precipitation period, the squall line passed through the wind profiler sites of P0, P1,
and P3 (Figure 4). The wind profiler observations show that the front moved from north to south
and the frontal boundary became steeper. As the front passed, the surface wind direction changed
abruptly in a clockwise direction from eastward to southward winds. After the front had passed, the
wind direction changed counterclockwise further eastward winds with increasing altitude. The wind
speed also decreased drastically with decreasing altitude, and the wind speed within approximately
2 km of the surface was generally below 5 m s−1 . The Jangma front approached P1 and P0 from the
north at 15 UTC on June 18 and passed the southernmost site, P3, at 21 UTC on June 18. The temporal
variation of the observed winds coincided with the movement of the front shown in the weather chart
in Figure 3. The WPR detected smaller phenomena in scale than what White et al. [27] observed. They
noted that
changes
Atmosphere
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10, 547 in wind direction in the lower troposphere that occurred with the passing synoptic
10 of 22
features are clearly indicated early in the observed wind profiler data.

Figure 4. Wind vectors observed by wind profilers (a) at P1, (b) at P0, and (c) at P3 with an inverse
Figure
4. Wind
vectorslines
observed
by wind
profilers
(a) at
(b)
at P0, and (c) at P3 with an inverse
time axis.
Red dashed
indicate
the arrival
of front
at P1,
each
site.
time axis. Red dashed lines indicate the arrival of front at each site.

Heavy rain occurred along the path of the Jangma front. This front moved southward, and a squall
line over 400 km long formed in an east–west direction on the south coast of the Korean peninsula at
about 00 UTC 19 June 2013 (Figure 5). Precipitation was recorded at each wind profiler site, tracking
the movement of the squall line (Figure 6). The rain started at 12 UTC 17 June at P1 and measured
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up to 15 mm h−1 at 03 UTC 18 June. Rainfall was detected at P0 from 20 UTC 17 June and there was
heavy precipitation of 27 mm h−1 and 15 mm h−1 at 00 UTC and 09 UTC 18 June, respectively. The rain
Figure 3. Surface weather maps show Jangma front movement. The green line and the hatched zone
began at 09 UTC 18 June, and 18 mmh−1 of precipitation was recorded before 12 UTC at P3. Heavy
indicate the area where the dew point temperature is 20 °C or higher.
precipitation of up to 15–25 mm h−1 was measured from 15 UTC at this site.
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3.2. Assessment of Frontal Winds from a Single WPR3D

3.2. Assessment
Frontal Winds
from a Single
WPR3Dof WPR3D using statistical methods, the wind
In order toofanalyze
the quantitative
accuracy
magnitude and wind direction observed at P0 and the LDAPS wind field were used as reference values
In order to analyze the quantitative accuracy of WPR3D using statistical methods, the wind
from 00 UTC 17 June to 00 UTC 20 June 2013 in Figure 7. The color index at the right side of each graph
magnitude and wind direction observed at P0 and the LDAPS wind field were used as reference
is the frequency of the compared data pairs. High frequencies in red, yellow, and green are found on
values from 00 UTC 17 June to 00 UTC 20 June 2013 in Figure 7. The color index at the right side of
the equivalent line, which show the WPR3D wind vector being in good agreement with that of both the
each graph is the frequency of the compared data pairs. High frequencies in red, yellow, and green
single wind profiler radar (WPR) at P0 and the LDAPS. Statistical accuracy parameters such as the CC
are found on the equivalent line, which show the WPR3D wind vector being in good agreement with
(correlation coefficient), RMSE, MB, and ACC were estimated, as shown in Figure 7. The maximum
wind speed measured by the wind profiler was 29 m s−1 , and weak wind speeds less than 5 m s−1
were dominant at all altitudes. The wind speed of WPR3D based on P1, P2, and P3 showed a relatively
good correlation (~0.6–0.89) with that from the single WPR at P0. The WPR3D wind speed was in
good agreement with the wind profiler wind speed between 10 m s−1 and 20 m s−1 that dominate at all
heights. The RMSE of the U component and V component between WPR3D and the wind profiler
at P0 was 3.39 m s−1 and 2.58 m s−1 , respectively, and the RMSE of their wind speed was 3.16 m s−1 .
The MBs of the U and V components were −0.48 m s−1 , −0.04 m s−1 , respectively and the MB of the
wind speed was −0.64 m s−1 . Although the WPR3D wind slightly underestimated the WPR at P0, the
ACC of WPR3D was as high as 70.02%. The WPR3D wind vector was in good agreement with the
LDAPS wind vector for P0 (Figure 7b). The correlation coefficients of the U and V components were
0.89 and 0.60, respectively, and the wind speed was 0.87. The RMSEs of the U and V components were
3.31 m s−1 and 3.06 m s−1 , respectively, and the wind speed was 3.28 m s−1 . The MBs were −1.46 m s−1 ,
−1.57 m s−1 , and −1.42 m s−1 , respectively. Although the WPD3D wind speed was underestimated
compared to the wind speed determined from LDAPS, the ACC of WPR3D was as high as 71.5%.
Comparisons with sounding data at 7 sites except P0 were performed at different times [39]. The wind
speed showed a similar correlation (~0.65–0.85 with that from the single WPR at 7 sites. The MB of
the wind speed was approximately −1.2 m s−1 to 0.3 m s−1 , and the RMSE ranged from 1.2 m s−1 to
2.9 m s−1 . Therefore, it is implied that the WPR3D is as useful as the single profiler.
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Figure 7. Comparison of wind components U, V, and WPR3D wind speed with those (a) from WPR at
P0, and7.(b)
from Local of
Data
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and
System
(LDAPS)
P0 at(a)
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altitude
of
Figure
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speedaround
with those
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1.5P0,
km.
at
and (b) from Local Data Assimilation and Prediction System (LDAPS) around P0 at an altitude

of 1.5 km.

Figure 8 shows the accuracy of the WPR3D wind speed compared to the LDAPS wind speed as
well as to the wind profiler with height at P0. The CC increased by 0.8 over 1 km and was highest at
~1–2.5 km. The RMSE was less than 3 m s−1 below 1.5 km and less than 3.5 m s−1 up to 5 km. The MB
was less than −2.0 m s−1 at all altitudes, and the wind speed of WPR3D was slightly underestimated.
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The accuracy of the WPR3D increased to 80% over 3 km altitude. The CC of WPR3D compared to the
wind speed of LDAPS was as high as 0.75 or more between 0.75 km and 5 km altitude. The RMSE
was higher than 4 m s−1 at a height of ~0.75–1.5 km, but it decreased to below 3 m s−1 as the altitude
increased above 1.5 km. The MB was less than −2 m s−1 up to 2 km and less than −1 m s−1 above
that altitude. The accuracy of the WPR3D compared to the mean wind speed of LDAPS increased
with altitude and showed a good agreement of more than 60% above 2 km. The accuracy of WPR3D
compared to the wind speed of LDAPS was lower than the single wind profiler at P0 since the LDAPS
simulated stronger wind speeds than the wind profiler did below 2 km. As a result, the RMSE of
WPR3D versus LDAPS was high for the weak wind speed in the lower layer. Wind profiler data also
Atmosphere
2019, 10,to547
of 22
are susceptible
contamination by surrounding terrain clutters, which can lead to RMSE values14being
higher as the spatiotemporal variability of the wind vector is affected by the surface [17].

Figure 8. Skill scores with height used for validating the wind determined from WPR3D against the
wind (a) from the single wind profiler at P0 and (b) from LDAPS.
Figure 8. Skill scores with height used for validating the wind determined from WPR3D against the
wind (a) from
single
wind profiler at P0 and (b) from LDAPS.
3.3. Instability
andthe
Wind
Field

SRH and and
CAPE
were
calculated using wind profiler data and radiometer data for thermodynamic
3.3. Instability
Wind
Field
analysis of the front. Figure 9 shows that the intensity and duration of precipitation were significantly
SRH and CAPE were calculated using wind profiler data and radiometer data for
correlated with SRH. During the non-precipitation periods, SRH was mostly less than 150 m2 s−2 .
thermodynamic
analysis of the front. Figure 9 shows that the intensity and duration of precipitation
After precipitation of over 15 mm h−1 for ~1–3 h, SRH was 300 m2 s−2 or more. CAPE was less than
were
significantly
correlated with SRH. During the non-precipitation periods, SRH was mostly less
about 200 J kg−1 before the passage of the squall line and was almost 0 J kg−1 during the precipitation
2
−2
than 150 m s . After precipitation of over 15 mm h−1 for ~1–3 h, SRH was 300 m2 s−2 or more. CAPE
that continued with the passage of the squall line (Figure 10). Therefore, it is considered that the
was less than about 200 J kg−1 before the passage of the squall line and was almost 0 J kg−1 during the
squall lines generated by the Jangma front developed via dynamic instability rather than by thermal
precipitation that continued with the passage of the squall line (Figure 10). Therefore, it is considered
convective instability.
that the squall lines generated by the Jangma front developed via dynamic instability rather than by
thermal convective instability.
The wind vectors were calculated at the reference point P0 of WPR3D, and their distribution
shows the structure of the Jangma front (Figure 11a). From 15 June onward, surface winds rapidly
changed from an eastward to a southward direction, and after 18 UTC on 17 June, they changed from
a northward to an eastward direction with increasing altitude. Also, after the front passed through,
the wind veered, and the wind speed decreased sharply below 5 m s−1 within 2 km from the surface.
This result shows a good agreement with the horizontal wind structure in the time–height plane
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Figure 9. Storm relative helicity (SRH) produced from wind profiler observations (a) at P1, (b) at P0,
and
(c) 9.
at P3.
Therelative
rainfallhelicity
period (SRH)
is shaded
in blue.from wind profiler observations (a) at P1, (b) at P0,
Figure
Storm
produced
Figure
9.
Storm
relative
helicity
(SRH)
produced
and (c) at P3. The rainfall period is shaded in blue.from wind profiler observations (a) at P1, (b) at P0,
and (c) at P3. The rainfall period is shaded in blue.

Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 but for convective available potential energy (CAPE) (a) at P1, (b) at P0,
Figure
Same as Figure 8 but for convective available potential energy (CAPE) (a) at P1, (b) at P0,
and (c) 10.
at P3.
and (c) at P3.
Figure 10. Same as Figure 8 but for convective available potential energy (CAPE) (a) at P1, (b) at P0,
and (c) at P3.
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The wind vectors were calculated at the reference point P0 of WPR3D, and their distribution
shows the structure of the Jangma front (Figure 11a). From 15 June onward, surface winds rapidly
changed from an eastward to a southward direction, and after 18 UTC on 17 June, they changed
from a northward to an eastward direction with increasing altitude. Also, after the front passed
through, the wind veered, and the wind speed decreased sharply below 5 m s−1 within 2 km from the
surface. This result shows a good agreement with the horizontal wind structure in the time–height
plane
retrieved
Atmosphere
2019, 10,from
547 the wind profiler at P0 (Figure 4b). Compared to the wind field measured16atofP0
22
(Figure 4b, a gap-filling effect was also found at around 4 km altitude at 00 UTC on 17 June and from
12 UTC on 19 June to 00 UTC on 20 June. The front, as seen via the LDAPS wind fields, had a similar
wind speed after frontal passage as that observed at P0 (Figure 4b).
In WPR3D, SRH was calculated using the wind vector at P0 (Figure 12a). During the period of
precipitation, the SRH was 150–250 m2 s−2 , which explains the dynamic instability of the squall line,
although it was underestimated compared to that of the single WPR at P0. Intense precipitation of
more than 15 mm h−1 occurred in the three hours after the SRH over 200 m2 s−2 . This was consistent
with the SRH variation pattern obtained from the single WPR at P0. It is possible, therefore, to predict
storm occurrence using WPR3D. The SRH calculated by the horizontal wind vector of the LDAPS at
P0 was approximately ~150–300 m2 s−2 during the period of precipitation, which indicated strong
dynamic instability of the squall line (Figure 12b). However, the variation range of the SRH was larger
in LDAPS than in WPR3D. When precipitation of 15 mm h−1 or more occurred, the SRH was high too.
Atmosphere
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Figure 11. Wind vectors (a) from WPR3D and (b) from LDAPS at the P0 station.

In WPR3D, SRH was calculated using the wind vector at P0 (Figure 12a). During the period of
precipitation, the SRH was 150–250 m2 s−2, which explains the dynamic instability of the squall line,
although it was underestimated compared to that of the single WPR at P0. Intense precipitation of
more than 15 mm h−1 occurred in the three hours after the SRH over 200 m2 s−2. This was consistent
with the SRH variation pattern obtained from the single WPR at P0. It is possible, therefore, to predict
storm occurrence using WPR3D. The SRH calculated by the horizontal wind vector of the LDAPS at
P0 was approximately ~150–300 m2 s−2 during the period of precipitation, which indicated strong
dynamic instability of the squall line (Figure 12b). However, the variation range of the SRH was larger
in LDAPS than in WPR3D. When precipitation of 15 mm h−1 or more occurred, the SRH was high too.
The high temporal resolution of WPR3D can be more effective to diagnose the continuous variability
of SRH.
Figure 11. Wind vectors (a) from WPR3D and (b) from LDAPS at the P0 station.
Figure 11. Wind vectors (a) from WPR3D and (b) from LDAPS at the P0 station.

In WPR3D, SRH was calculated using the wind vector at P0 (Figure 12a). During the period of
precipitation, the SRH was 150–250 m2 s−2, which explains the dynamic instability of the squall line,
although it was underestimated compared to that of the single WPR at P0. Intense precipitation of
more than 15 mm h−1 occurred in the three hours after the SRH over 200 m2 s−2. This was consistent
with the SRH variation pattern obtained from the single WPR at P0. It is possible, therefore, to predict
storm occurrence using WPR3D. The SRH calculated by the horizontal wind vector of the LDAPS at
P0 was approximately ~150–300 m2 s−2 during the period of precipitation, which indicated strong
dynamic instability of the squall line (Figure 12b). However, the variation range of the SRH was larger
in LDAPS than in WPR3D. When precipitation of 15 mm h−1 or more occurred, the SRH was high too.
The high temporal resolution of WPR3D can be more effective to diagnose the continuous variability
of SRH.
Figure 12. SRH (a) from WPR3D and (b) from LDAPS. The blue shading indicates the rainfall period
Figure
12. SRH
(a)15from
and (b) from LDAPS. The blue shading indicates the rainfall period
with
rainfall
over
mm WPR3D
h−1 .
with rainfall over 15 mm h−1.

3.4. Multiple WPR3D Wind Field
In order to determine whether the WPR3D simulated dynamic variation due to the front, we
investigated the wind field from the single WPR3D and the LDAPS with a horizontal resolution of
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3.4. Multiple WPR3D Wind Field
In order to determine whether the WPR3D simulated dynamic variation due to the front, we
investigated the wind field from the single WPR3D and the LDAPS with a horizontal resolution of
10 km at an altitude of 1.5 km and within a radius of 50 km around P0 (Figure 13). The LDAPS
wind field was analyzed every 3 h from 15 UTC 18 June to 00 UTC 19 June. The WPR3D produced
a strong eastward wind of more than 10 m s−1 at 15 UTC 18 June when the Jangma front began to
pass through site P0. These results were not similar to the southwestern wind direction obtained from
LDAPS, which was affected by LLJ. From 15 UTC to 21 UTC 18 June, the WPR3D wind shifted from an
eastward to a southeastward wind, and the wind speed gradually decreased. On 19 June at 00 UTC,
the wind direction changed to southward winds with the passing of the Jangma front near P0, which
coincides with the LDAPS wind fields. However, on 19 June at 00 UTC, the wind field southwest
of P0 differed significantly from the nonlinear wind field of LDAPS. Because the WPR3D wind field
algorithm using the wind profiler network is based on the linearity of the wind, it is possible that the
nonlinear wind is not correctly realized. In addition, discrepancies in the southwestern region of P0
are due to a lack of data in the southwestern region and to the southwestern mountainous terrain of
P0 (see Figure 2). The HyMeX showed how the various combinations of radars behave for specific
wind patterns and different degrees of heterogeneity over the northwestern Mediterranean basin [20].
Wind fields retrieved by the network were compared with AROME-WMED (Application of Research
to Operations at Mesoscale-West Mediterranean Sea) model analysis fields. As the wind observed
at the Pianottoli site, which is located in the southwestern region, is almost null, the large network
was not able to retrieve the correct flow at a larger scale. In addition, Saïd et al. [20] emphasized the
requirement of another wind profiler radar (Levant radar) on the southwestern edge of the domain to
capture the dominance of Mistral. The Levant radar is important to impose a constraint at the eastern
part of the Mistral plume. When the Levant radar is not included, the network fails to constrain the
eastern part of Mistral plume. In Figure 13, a curvature of the gyre is not retrieved by the WPR3D at
00 UTC 19 June on the southwestern region where there are no wind profilers operating.
For observational gap-filling, S-band Doppler radar is an alternative to WPRs. We improved
the uncertainty of the wind field in the empty southwestern region of the wind profiler network.
Three meteorological S-band Doppler radars (W1, W2, and W3) were added to the wind profiler
observation network creating the multiple WPR3D network (M-WPR3D) (Figure 2). The Taylor series
solution for the expansion of the 3D wind field was derived from R1 to R11, and the retrieved wind
field was synthesized on the Korean peninsula scale. The VVP technique was used to deduce the wind
field from the S-band radar on the assumption of horizontal and vertical linearity. This assumption
was supposed to be fulfilled in horizontal cylindrical slices of 250 m depth and within a radial distance
of 75 km. The same assumption of linearity of the field was also used for the triangle formed by three
profilers for cylindrical slices of 200-m depth. On 17 and 18 June 2013, Kim et al. [40] compared the
wind velocity deduced from the S-band weather radar KWK (Kwanaksan radar) located at W4 between
P4 and R5 (50 km from P4) with that from the triangle of UHF profilers (P1–P2–P4). The wind vector
from S-band Doppler radar in the vicinity of the reference point R5 was in a good agreement with that
of the single WPR3D [40,41]. In order to examine the usefulness of the radar wind field, we selected a
case in which the wind was relatively strong and the changes in wind direction and wind speed could
be visualized. Figure 14 shows wind fields based on the S-band radar near R5 and the single WPR at
P4. The wind directions are almost identical although the wind speeds are slightly different in the
weak wind zone. These results allow the S-band Doppler radar to play a role with the wind profiler for
the M-WPR3D.

emphasized the requirement of another wind profiler radar (Levant radar) on the southwestern edge
of the domain to capture the dominance of Mistral. The Levant radar is important to impose a
constraint at the eastern part of the Mistral plume. When the Levant radar is not included, the
network fails to constrain the eastern part of Mistral plume. In Figure 13, a curvature of the gyre is
not retrieved
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solution for the expansion of the 3D wind field was derived from R1 to R11, and the retrieved wind
field was synthesized on the Korean peninsula scale. The VVP technique was used to deduce the
wind field from the S-band radar on the assumption of horizontal and vertical linearity. This
assumption was supposed to be fulfilled in horizontal cylindrical slices of 250 m depth and within a
radial distance of 75 km. The same assumption of linearity of the field was also used for the triangle
formed by three profilers for cylindrical slices of 200-m depth. On 17 and 18 June 2013, Kim et al. [40]
compared the wind velocity deduced from the S-band weather radar KWK (Kwanaksan radar)
located at W4 between P4 and R5 (50 km from P4) with that from the triangle of UHF profilers (P1–
P2–P4). The wind vector from S-band Doppler radar in the vicinity of the reference point R5 was in a
good agreement with that of the single WPR3D [40,41]. In order to examine the usefulness of the
radar wind field, we selected a case in which the wind was relatively strong and the changes in wind
direction and wind speed could be visualized. Figure 14 shows wind fields based on the S-band radar
near R5 and the single WPR at P4. The wind directions are almost identical although the wind speeds
Figure 13. Wind vector from WPR3D (red) and LDAPS (black) at the 1.5-km level. P0 is shown by the
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For observational gap-filling, S-band Doppler radar is an alternative to WPRs. We improved the
uncertainty of the wind field in the empty southwestern region of the wind profiler network. Three
meteorological S-band Doppler radars (W1, W2, and W3) were added to the wind profiler
observation network creating the multiple WPR3D network (M-WPR3D) (Figure 2). The Taylor series

Figure 14. Comparison of the horizontal wind fields (a) from the S-band radar near R5 with those (b)
Figure 14. Comparison of the horizontal wind fields (a) from the S-band radar near R5 with those (b)
from the WPR at P4 on 26–27 October 2013.
from the WPR at P4 on 26–27 October 2013.

For the purpose of validating the M-WPR3D, trajectories of the radiosonde launched at P1 and P6
For the purpose of validating the M-WPR3D, trajectories of the radiosonde launched at P1 and
were compared with air mass trajectories calculated from M-WPR3D. The trajectory of the radiosonde
P6 were compared with air mass trajectories calculated from M-WPR3D. The trajectory of the
expressed the effect of the frontal wind resulting from the movement of the Jangma front well. As shown
radiosonde expressed the effect of the frontal wind resulting from the movement of the Jangma front
in Figure 15a, the radiosonde moved about 20 km from P1 to the east by a strong wind resulting from
well. As shown in Figure 15a, the radiosonde moved about 20 km from P1 to the east by a strong
an LLJ at 15 UTC on 18 June 2013 (see Figure 4a). As the Jangma front passed through P1, the wind
wind resulting from an LLJ at 15 UTC on 18 June 2013 (see Figure 4a). As the Jangma front passed
vector changed into a weak southward wind at 23 UTC on 18 June 2013. The radiosonde moved a short
through P1, the wind vector changed into a weak southward wind at 23 UTC on 18 June 2013. The
distance of about 15 km southward by a weak southward wind. The air trajectory calculated from
radiosonde moved a short distance of about 15 km southward by a weak southward wind. The air
trajectory calculated from M-WPR3D was very similar to the radiosonde trajectory. In particular, the
features of the radiosonde trajectory before and after the Jangma front passed the launching point
were reflected well in the air trajectory. The Jangma front passed through P6 before it passed through
P1. The radiosonde launched at P6 moved a short distance within 10 km southward due to the
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M-WPR3D was very similar to the radiosonde trajectory. In particular, the features of the radiosonde
trajectory before and after the Jangma front passed the launching point were reflected well in the air
trajectory. The Jangma front passed through P6 before it passed through P1. The radiosonde launched
at P6 moved a short distance within 10 km southward due to the influence of the Jangma front that
passed through P6 at 15 UTC on June and continued to move until 23 UTC on 18 June 2013. The air
trajectory calculated from M-WPR3D overlapped the radiosonde trajectory in Figure 14b. After the
passage of the Jangma front, backing winds were shown on the radiosonde trajectory as well as on
the air trajectory in Figure 15. Campistron et al. [19] reported there is an important spatiotemporal
change in the wind, which induces a strong rotation on the trajectory of the radiosonde. The rotation is
also observed
period
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Figure 15. Comparison of the horizontal trajectories from M-WPR3D with those from the GPS
Figure 15. Comparison of the horizontal trajectories from M-WPR3D with those from the GPS
radiosonde launched simultaneously (a) at P1 and (b) at P6 from 11 UTC to 23 UTC on 18 June 2013.
radiosonde launched simultaneously (a) at P1 and (b) at P6 from 11 UTC to 23 UTC on 18 June 2013.

The wind vector from M-WPR3D shows the effect due to the LLJ over the southern region and the
The wind vector from M-WPR3D shows the effect due to the LLJ over the southern region and
weak wind over the northern region in Figure 16. The M-WPR3D reflected the dynamic characteristics
the weak wind over the northern region in Figure 16. The M-WPR3D reflected the dynamic
on the front and rear of the Jangma front. From 21 UTC 18 June to 00 UTC 19 June, the LLJ was
characteristics on the front and rear of◦ the Jangma front. From 21 UTC 18 June to 00 UTC 19 June, the
retrieved in the southern part of 35 N. During this period, the M-WPR3D produced the dynamic
LLJ was retrieved in the southern part of 35° N. During this period, the M-WPR3D produced the
characteristics on the rear as well as on the front of the squall line and realized backing wind vector in
dynamic characteristics on the rear as well as on the front of the squall line and realized backing wind
the west of P0. Since the wind direction is important for diagnosing temperature advection into the
vector in the west of P0. Since the wind direction is important for diagnosing temperature advection
front, it is noted that the M-WPR3D with S-band radars may play a useful role in studying the front.
into the front, it is noted that the M-WPR3D with S-band radars may play a useful role in studying
the front.
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Figure 16. Comparison of the horizontal wind fields between the M-WPR3D (red arrow) and the
Figure
Comparison
of altitude
the horizontal
wind fields between the M-WPR3D (red arrow) and the
LDAPS16.
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of 1.5 km.
LDAPS (blue arrow) at an altitude of 1.5 km.

4. Conclusions
4. Conclusions
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